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The Alienability of Allegiance: An International
Survey of Economic Citizenship Laws
JEFF VETETO*

In 1539 the Knight Templars of Malta, paid tribute to Charles V of Spain, by sending
him a Golden Falcon encrusted from beak to claw with rarest jewel-but pirates
seized the galley carrying the priceless token and the fate of the Maltese Falcon remains a mystery to this day.I
So reads the opening screen of The Maltese Falcon, a 1941 film starring Humphrey Bogart that exists as one of the few appearances of tiny Malta in popular culture.2 The
Mediterranean archipelago nation, comparable in land mass and population to a moderate
size U.S. city, is the smallest of the EU Member States. 3 Nevertheless, Maltese leaders
recently managed to stir the European Union, and the rest of the world, back into a long
standing debate over the bounds of citizenship.
On November 15, 2013, Maltese President George Abela signed the Maltese Citizenship
(Amendment) Act, 2013 into law. 4 The Amendment principally modifies article 10, sub* J.D. Candidate, Southern Methodist University Dedman School of Law, 2015; B.S. in Economics with
a minor in Management, summa cum laude, Oklahoma State University, 2012. The author would like to
thank his wife, Emily, for her stubbornness, financial support, and unwavering patience during law school.
He would also like to thank his own family for helping him to realize his own potential. The author extends a
special thanks to Robert F. Kemp and to all those in the International Law Review Association who helped
bring this article to publication.
1. THE MALTESE FALCON (Warner Bros. 1941).
2. Bosley Crowther, 'The Maltese Falcon,' a Fast Mystery-Thriller With Quality and Charm at the Strand,
N.Y. TimEs, Oct. 4, 1941.
3. The total land area of Malta is approximately 196 square miles, roughly the size of Tucson, Arizona.
Malta's population as of July 2013 is estimated to be slightly over 410,000, roughly the same as Colorado

Springs, Colorado.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, THE WORLD FACTBOOK: MALTA

(2013), https://

www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/mt.hml [hereinafter Central Intelligence Agency].;
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, COUNTY AND CITY DATA BOOK: 2007 712 (U.S. Government Printing Office 14th

ed.

2007); U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, ANNUAL ESTIMATES OF THE RESIDENT POPULATION FOR INCORPO

RATED PLACES OVER 50,000, RANKED BY JULY 1, 2012 POPULATION: APRIL 1, 2010 TO JULY 1, 2012UNITED STATES-PLACES OVER 50,000 POPULATION (May 2013), available at http://factfinder2.census.gov/

faces/tableservices/sf/pages/producview.xhml?src=bkmk.
4. Amendment 15 Nov. 2013, ACT No. XV OF 2013 (Malta).
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article (9) of the Maltese Citizenship Act.5 The prior language of the Citizenship Act
provided a special exception to the naturalization process. It stated in pertinent part that:
Notwithstanding the provisions of this or any other Act, the Prime Minister may, by
a notice to be published in the Gazette, authorise the Minister to grant a certificate of
naturalisation as a citizen of Malta to the spouse of any citizen of Malta when either
the spouse or the said citizen has rendered exceptional services to Malta or
humanity .... 6
The Citizenship Amendment reformats the sub-article and incorporates an additional
circumstance where the Minister is permitted to grant naturalization. 7 The addition
reads: "to any person who is an applicant, or is a spouse or an eligible dependent of such
applicant, under the individual investor programme of the Republic of Malta, and satisfies
the requirements as prescribed under this Act. . .. "s
In short, Maltese citizenship just went up for sale, but not at a thrift shop price. To
qualify for naturalization under the Individual Investor Programme [Programme], a foreign national must donate C1650,000 in cash to the new Maltese economic development
fund, make a C150,000 investment in Maltese government bonds, and acquire C350,000 in
Maltese property. 9 An applicant must also donate an additional C25,000 to include a
spouse or young child on the application; this rises to C50,000 if the application tack-on is
an adult child or elderO Further, the concessionaire for the Programme, Henley and
Partners, requires a fee of C70,000 for the principle applicant and C10,000-C15,000 per
dependent applicant.I Thus for a mere C1,220,000, one can become a citizen of Malta.
The common lexicon for such a program is "citizenship by investment." Loosely, the
term describes a government program, such as Malta's Programme, that provides prefer2
ential treatment in the naturalization process in exchange for a financial contribution.1
The preferential treatment ranges in worth from merely expediting the process to accepting a person who would otherwise not be eligible for citizenship. 3 Similarly, the
financial contribution may come in the form of cash, real estate, investment, or donations

5. Id.

6. Act 21 Sept. 1964, ACT XXX OF 1965, AS AMENDED BY ACTS: II OF 1970, XXXI OF 1972, LVIII OF
1974, XXXI OF 1975, IX OF 1977, XIII OF 1983, XXIV OF 1989, IV OF 2000 AND X OF 2007; AND LEGAL
NOTICE 410 OF 2007 (Malta).
7.Amendment 15, supra note 4, at T 3.
8. Id.
9. Jill Reilly, Hundreds offoreign millionaires apply for Maltese passports that give them the right to live in
Britain and even to claim benefits, THE DAILY MAIL, (Feb. 20, 2014, 8:38 AM), http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-2563695/Hundreds- foreign-millionaires-apply-Maltese-passports-right-live-Britain-claimbenefits.html.
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Citizenship byInvestment in Malta, HENLEY & PARTNERS, https://www.henleyglobal.com/citizenshipmalta-citizenship/. (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
13. Those making real estate investments over $1.5 million receive faster review for Bahamian permanent
residency; likewise, the Progamme is almost the only way to achieve Maltese citizenship without heritage or
marriage. THE GOVERNMENT OF THE BAHAMAS, APPLYING FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE, http://
www.bahamas.gov.bs/ (last visited Oct. 11, 2014); See, Act 21, supra note 6.
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to government approved foundations. 4 Malta's plan falls on the steeper end of both components; but the fact of the matter is that the Act as it stands post-amendment is far from
unique in providing a smoother path to citizenship for those willing and able to pony up
the price.

I.

Historical Perspectives

The concept of selling citizenship rights is a relatively modem creation. First seen in
the 1980s, citizenship by investment decisively breaks with the tradition that citizenship is
an almost solely inheritable bundle of right acquired by an individual's location of birth or
nationality of parents.' Beginning only in the last few years, an upward trend emerged of
countries findamentally altering this concept.' 6 In a broad sense, vast political turmoil
and widespread economic downturns accelerated the speed of the legal change. The
global recession set off by the U.S. mortgage crisis caused many countries to face unforeseen economic issues.17 Some countries faced the over-leveraged nature of their previous
spending; others faced significant losses in revenue as consumers tightened their purse
strings.' 8 Several European nations faced massive federal debts, which forced government
leaders to enact austerity measures upon their constiments.' 9 The flow of global investment capital simply dried up.
Then the Arab Spring occurred, proving to the world that authoritarian nations were at
risk of unexpected chaos taking only a matter of days. 20 This message rang especially loud
to those located throughout the rest of the Middle East, South America, China, and in
other localities where oppressed masses reside. 2 1 Those with the money and the power to
escape the Arab Spring tried to flee; those in the rest of the world began to wonder how
22
they too might escape similar situations.
Working in concert, the forces of overnight governmental poverty and of deeply concerned high wealth individuals set off the powder keg. Various citizenship by investment
programs grew rapidly and spread throughout the world, too quickly for all of the legal,
ethical, and consequential ramifications could be adequately considered. Without debate,
14. E.g., How to invest $5 million and be eligible for Australian Permanent Residency, AMVL MIGRATIONS,
http://www.australianmigrations.com/_blog/News-Flash/post/
How to invest $5 million and be-eligible-for Australian Permanent-Residency/ (Nov. 30, 2012); Aus
TRALIAN GOVERNMENT: DEP'T OF IMMIGRATION AND BORDER PROTECTION, FACT SHEET 27-BUSINESS

MIGRATION, https://www.immi.gov.au/media/fact-sheets/27business.htm#structure (Jan. 15, 2014).

15. Kim I. Marsh, Investing in Citizenship, 12 ACAMS TODAY 2 (2013).
16. Id.
17. Saule T. Omarova, The New Crisisfor the New Centry: Some Observations on the "Big-Picture" Lessons of
the Globai Fancial Crisis of 2008, 13 N.C. BANrmrN INST. 157, 158 (2009).
18. Id.
19. Gary Minda, Freedom and Democracy in a World Governed by Finance: Habermasand the Crisis in Europe: A
Free Labor Response, 10 RUTGERS J. L. & PUB. POL'Y 244, 249-50 (2013).
20. See, Rashid Khalidi, The Arah Spning: Suddenly, people all over the Arah world arefeeling a sense of pride
and the West is paying attention, THE NATION, Mar. 21, 2011, availahle at http://www.thenafion.com/aricle/
158991/arab-spring.
21. See Omarova, supra n. 17 at 158.
22. Emily Allen, The Arab Exodus: Two million people fled into Europe because of the Spring rebellions, DAILY
MAIL, Mar. 26, 2012, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/aricle-2120690/The-Arab-Exodus-Two-millionpeople-fled-Europe-Spring-rebellions.html.
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governments were swimming in piles of newfound wealth like Scrooge McDuclk 3 But
only now, with the latest move by Malta, has a truly balanced discussion arisen as to what
compromises are necessary to allow countries to unilaterally declare their citizenship for
sale, while still maintaining stability for the rest of the world.24
This article aims to inform on the fringe issue of international citizenship by investment
law, highlighting Malta's recently adopted Programme as the primary vehicle carrying
forward the discussion. Further, the advantages of these programs for investors and disadvantages for nations are also discussed at length. The variance in programs is then discussed and analyzed in contest against the conceptual theory of global citizenship. Finally,
the article concludes with a survey addressing the major citizenship by investment programs and with a proposal for sole citizenship as a means to stabilize this area of the law.

II. A Closer Look at Malta
To understand Malta's Programme, one first must recognize the recent economic history of the country. Like much of the Eurozone, Malta suffered greatly following the
2008 financial collapse in the United States. 25 The turbulence of the markets sent Malta
into an official recession at the end of 2008.26 The nation briefly exited this period in
2011 before abruptly falling back into recession in early 2012.2 7 Malta's National Statistics Office again declared the recession over on September 7, 2012. 2 8
The fact is: Malta suffered not because of holding poorly managed debt like some of its
EU counterparts but because of its EU counterparts. Foreign trade, manufacturing, and
tourism are the three main drivers of the Maltese economy; each of which has an inher29
ently significant dependence upon the outside world and the rate of foreign spending.
When European markets fell and the grips of austerity took hold, foreign spending in
30
Malta decreased rapidly, causing a grave national hardship.
Malta is quite small in size both geographically and in terms of population.31 Such
stature makes it difficult for Malta to stimulate growth solely from internal sources, especially considering the nation's primary industries are heavily dependent on foreigners.32
Hence, upon exiting the second recession, Maltese leaders knew it was their responsibility
23. The Fictional 15, FORBES, http://www.forbes.com/lists/fictionall5/2011/profile/scrooge-mcduck.hrml
(last visited Mar. 17, 2014).
24. Live-hlog of the European Parliamentdebate on citizenshipfor sale, MALTATODAY (Jan. 15, 2014), http://
www.maltatoday.com.mt/en/newsdetails/news/nati6onal/LIVE-European-Parliament-debate-on-citizenshipfor-sale-20140115 [hereinafter Malta Today].
25. David Lindsay, Malta Enters Recession, THE MALTA INDEPENDENT, Mar. 12, 2009, http://
www.independent.com.mt/articles/2009-03-12/news/malta-enters-recession-221681/.
26. Id.
2 7. Malta out of recession, TIMEs OF MALTA (Sept. 7, 2012, 11:16 AM), http://www.timesofmalta.com/
articles/view/20120907/local/malta-out-of-the- recession.435957#.UvZK3PldWVM.
28. Ivan Camrilleri, Malta no longer in recession: just an issue of statistics', TIMES

OF MALTA,

Sept. 8, 2012,

http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20120908/local/Malta-no-longer-in-recession.436003#.UvZK3
fldWVM.
29. CIA WORLD FACTBOOK, supra note 3.

30. See generally, Lindsay, supra note 23.
31. CIA WORLD

FACTBOOK,

supra note 3.

32. Id.
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to reestablish the foreign investment that once drove the economy. 33 In need of sizable
investment and with not much to offer in exchange, the perfect storm swelled for exploration of citizenship by investment.
These circumstances described are not unique to Malta, and many of the countries that
34
have dabbled with citizenship by investment share some of the same characteristics.
Three chief commonalities are all present here: economic struggle, diminutive size, and a
previous track record of dependency on foreign investment. Malta's struggles are no different than those experienced in St. Kitts and Nevis, Dominica, or Cyprus, all of which
have well established citizenship by investment programs. 3 Therefore, it should have
come as no surprise that Maltese Prime Minister Joseph Muscat and his Labour Party
36
associates explored and eventually launched a citizenship by investment program.
In essence, the logic of Malta's Programme is simplistic. A high wealth foreigner who is
willing to give the Maltese government a large sum of money and further invest another
large sum into the Maltese economy is welcomed as a Maltese citizen, with all applicable
rights. On its face, this appears an embrace of generosity with reciprocal appreciation in
its purest form. Nevertheless, many inside Malta opposed the Programme for a variety of
37
reasons, including for diluting their citizenship.
However, EU leaders were the loudest to raise concerns over the Programme. Primarily, they were concerned about security with the Schengen Area, holding hearings
promptly to discuss the impacts of the Programme. 38 The Schengen Area is comprised of
39
twenty-six European countries that permit passport free travel across their borders.
Once an individual has passed through increased security on an external border and entered a Schengen Area country, he is able to freely move about the Area.4 0 But, not all EU
countries participate in the Area, most notably Cyprus who already operates a citizenship
by investment program of its own. 41 Hence, this is where the direct parallels to the otherwise similar Cypriot citizenship by investment program stop; Malta's Programme introduced what no other Schengen Area country had ever introduced, namely, the ability to
essentially buy immediate, permanent access to most of continental Europe.
The EU security concerns are discussed in a broader context later in this article; but in
short, those concerns stemmed from Malta's original plan to not publish the names of
individuals acquiring citizenship and the unclear nature of whether actual residency in
Malta would be required to acquire citizenship. 42 After some discussion, Malta and the
33. See Kirstina Chetcuti, "Kee interest' i huying citi zenshipfor 650,000, TIMES OF MALTA, Oct. 11, 2013,
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20131011/local/-Keen-interest-in-buying-citizenship- for-650000.489803#.UvgalldWVN.
34. E.g., Citizenship by Investment in Cyprus, HENLEY & PARTNERS, https://www.henleyglobal.com/
residence-cyprus-citizenship/ (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
35. Id.; Citizenship
byInvestment in Malta, supra note 12.
36. Reilly, supra note 9.
37. PN to present amendment to legal notice on citizenship, TIMES OF MALTA, Feb. 5, 2014, http://
www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20140205/local/pn.505630#.UvgcUvldWVN.
38. MALTA TODAY, supra note 24.
39. EUROPEAN COMMISSION: HOME AFFAIRS, SCHENGEN AREA, http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/
what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen/indexen.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
40. Id.
41. Id.
42. TIMES OF MALTA, supra note 37.
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EU reached an agreement quelling one of these concerns. 43 Malta is now required to
include residency requirements. 44 But the EU has not made Malta change its stance on
the publishing of names. It is still unclear exactly what the residency requirement will be
and what mechanism Malta will use to enforce the measure.
Nevertheless, the Programme marches on to execution. Malta estimates it will raise
C30 million in its opening year alone and targets Cl billion of investment as its ultimate
objective. 4 Further, Maltese Foreign Minister George Vella early on stated that the nation has received 277 inquiries from people interested in participating in the Programme. 46 Notably, conflicting reports peg former Formula One champion, and current
Canadian citizen, Jacques Villeneuve as one of these interested parties. 47 Other leaks, as
to the identities of those who reached out to Malta, are less descriptive but include: a
Chinese billionaire, an American press magnate, a Singaporean business tycoon, a South
American soccer star, a pop singer, and a royal from the Persian Gulf.48 The list rings
impressive. More impressive, those inquiries turned into over 200 applications in the first
six months of the Programme, representing a potential investment total of over C200
49
million.

III.

Advantages for the Investor

The benefits to Malta and countries like it are clear: citizenship by investment programs
brings a requisite amount of wealth onshore and directly infises it into the economy with
hopes that ancillary funds above and beyond that figure will come along with it. This begs
the question: what is in it for the foreign investor? Sure, there is the citizenship or permanent residency that allows someone who has always wanted to call an island nation home
the ability to do so. But, at such a high price tag, it seems unlikely that an individual
would go this route to achieve that end goal.

43. Paul Dallison, Malta and Commission reach agreement on cti enship scheme (Jan. 30, 2014, 10:25 AM),
http://www.europeanvoice.com/article/imported/malta-and-comiission-reach-agreement-on-citizenshipscheme/79507.aspx.
44. Id.
45. Chetcuti, supra note 31; Miriam Dalli, 'Proof of residency required under new IP legal notice,
MALTATODAY (Feb. 4, 2014, 2:00 PM), http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/en/newsdetails/news/national/Newlegal-notice-regulating-citizenship-by-investment-published-20140204.
46. Paul Gallagher, The back door into Europe: 277people have already expressed an interest in applyingfor the
£3950,000 Maltese passports that will let them live in the EU, THE INDEPENDENT (Feb. 19, 2014), http://
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/the-back-door-into-europe-277-people-have-already-expressed
-an-interest-in-applying-for-the-950000-maltese-passports-that-will-let-them-live-in-the-eu-9139108.html.
47. Herman Grech, Ex-F1 champion, singer want Maltese passports, TIMES OF MALTA (Jan. 19, 2014), http://
www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20140119/local/Ex-F -champion-singer-want-Maltese-passports.
503132;]acques Villeneuve not interested in Maltese citizenship, THE MALTA INDEPENDENT (Jan. 24, 2014, 8:04
AM), http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2014-01-24/news/jacques-villeneuve-not-interested-inmaltese-citizenship-3770810369/.
48. TIMES OF MALTA, supra note 47.
49. Miriam Dalli, Malta's citizenship programme brings in over 200 million, MALTATODAY (Aug. 19, 2014,
2:47 PM), http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/42445/maltas-citizenship-programme-brings-inover_200_nillion#.VA8RXfk2w9.
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Private firms specializing in repatriation frequently cite three central reasons for investor participation in a citizenship by investment program. 0 First and foremost, there may
be a great tax benefit to acquiring new citizenship." Lower capital gains and income taxes
draw some investors into these programs.5 2 The fact is, depending on the individual's
original nationality, it may be possible in acquisition to establish dual citizenship.5 3 This
would allow the investor to functionally retain their home nation while funneling their
assets, investments, and income through the new nation. This raises significant red flags
for governments that will be discussed later on in the article.
Along the same lines, relocation of funds into a bank account in one's new country
presents increased legal challenges for creditors to gain judgment access for the repayment
of debts.5 4 While similar status may be achieved by simply moving the money into an
offshore bank account, the process of keeping the money in a country where one is a
citizen provides additional protections for the investor.5 5 Not only does it add a layer of
challenge for the prying collector, but it also ensures that the investors retain the rights
any other citizen would have to access their money, preventing total lockout from the
56
account.
Second, investors seek new citizenship for travel freedoms.5 7 Unlike U.S. passport
holders, foreign passport holders are limited by the international reputations of their governments. 5 8 Primarily, individuals in China and the Middle East experience such hardships.5 9 By acquiring a new citizenship, dual or not, these persons acquire a new passport
with a different country's name on the cover, creating an instant change in initial perceptions. 60 Additional benefits vary; the new passport may merely simplify the process for
entering other countries by not requiring a visa or it may open up access to countries the
6
holder previously could not travel to at all. 1
62

Finally, citizenship by investment programs are viewed by some as a safety net.
Granted, this concept only applies in countries that permit dual citizenship. 63 The idea is
that by acquiring a new citizenship and passport the individual gains a swifter and easier
means to flee their home country with a designated locality already primed to accept
them. 64 For example, if Nation A enters a war requiring the nonconsensual drafting of an
50. E.g., Citizenship: Insider's guide to instant citizenship's and second passports, PT SHAMROCK, http://
www.ptshamrock.com/auto/citz.hml (last updated Sept. 27, 2014).
51. Id.
52. Second Passport: Reasons to Get One, DuAL-CITizENSHIP.coM, http://www.dual-citizenship.com/secondpassport-reasons-to-get-one/ (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
53. Id.
54. Philip Thomas, How and Why To Acquire a Second PassportLegally, ESCAPEARTIST.COM (Apr. 06, 2012),
http://assetprotection.escapeartist.com/newsletter/acqure-second-passport legally.
55. Id.
56. See PT SHAIMROCK, supra note 50.
57. Id.
58. Id.
59. Id.
60. See DUAL-CITIZENSHIP.COM, supra note 52

61. Id.
62. PT SHA MROCK, supra note 50.

63. Id.
64. Mark Nestmam, The Many Benefits of a Second Passport, ESCAPEARTIST.COM (Oct. 24, 2011), http://
assetprotecti6on.escapeartist.com/newsletter/the-many-benefits-of-a-second-passport.
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armed force, the dual citizen could renounce his home state without becoming stateless.
The individual could then use his other passport to leave the country. That is at least how
the situation works in theory. Due to the relatively un-litigated nature of such programs,
it is unclear whether this would be an effective method for protecting oneself.
Additionally, those with a penchant for worrying about government seizure of assets or
freezing of bank accounts in a like time of crisis may be attracted to either dividing their
wealth between two countries or keeping all of it in their new country. 6 5 The attraction is
clear for those living in countries with unstable or authoritarian governments, from which
many citizenship investors come. 66 Hence, acquisition of dual citizenship through a citi67
zenship by investment program may be worth its ticket price for peace of mind alone.

IV.

Disadvantages for Nations

Obviously, advantages weigh heavily in favor of the investors and the invested in nations. In the same sense, nations of original citizenship bear the brunt of the negatives of
such programs. Fears primarily circulate around three issues, only one of which seriously
affects the invested in nations. First, consider the previously discussed issue of taxes.
While it may be a great boon for a wealthy individual to locate his fortune in the lowest
taxed state, many countries consider this tax evasion, and those that do not still suffer
great losses.68 The elemental shift of citizenship does muddy the waters regarding the
legality in some instances; nevertheless, an original citizenship country is rarely going to
be pleased to see significant wealth exit. Even if the wealth merely sits, many countries
collect significant estate taxes prior to allocation by will or devise. 69 There are inherently
strong incentives for individuals tasked with paying high tax rates to work to diminish the
burden; citizenship by investment merely presents one avenue for doing so.
The second issue raised by original citizenship countries is corruption.7° Take for instance the recent $50 billion Ponzi scheme orchestrated by Bernard Madoff.71 Much of
the money Madoff defrauded his clients of ended up in offshore bank accounts.72 The
concern is that someone, like Madoff, could acquire a new foreign citizenship using illicitly acquired ftinds, finnel the remainder into investments in that country, and then flee
there-avoiding the legal repercussions of his actions. This concern exists for many criminal activities, not just large scale theft.73 Now in this example case, a corrupt investor or

65. See
66. Id.
67. Id.

DUAL-CITIZENSHIP.COM,

supra note 52

68. U.S. DEP'T OF STATE: BUREAU OF CONSULAR AFFAIRS, Advice about Possible Loss of U.S. Nationalityand
Dual Nationality, http://travel.state.gov/content/travel/english/legal-considerations/us-citizenship-lawspolicies/citizenship
69. E.g., INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, Estate Tax, http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Small-Businesses-&Self-Employed/Estate-Tax (last updated Aug. 18, 2014).
70. PT SHA-MROCK, supra note 50.
71. Lynnley Browning, Madoff Spotlight Turns to Role of Offihore Funds, N.Y. TImEs, Dec. 31, 2008, B1,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/3 1/business/31 offshore.html.
72. Id.
73. PT SHAMROCK, supra note 50.
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criminal could not, in theory, flee to Malta successfilly due to the extradition treaty be74
tween the United States and Malta signed on May 18, 2006.
But it is not unfathomable, taking into consideration that a central finction of citizenship by investment programs is to increase onshore investment, that the stolen ftinds
might not be returned.75 By way of example only, the $50 billion stolen by Madoff is
more than five times the annual gross domestic product of Malta.76 Not to allege that a
nation would retain any illicitly acquired ftinds; however, the presence of temptation is
undeniable. At the very least, the ensuing legal battle over the subject bank accounts
could cause great turmoil.
The third issue echoes the apprehension paid by the European Union to Malta's Programme: security.77 In a world without the ability to transfer citizenship except under rare
circumstances, countries are better able to restrict visiting access to only those nationalities that they trust. Rightfully or not, many countries today employ additional security
mechanisms when approving entry using the passport of a Middle Eastern country.78
Iranians, for instance, face a particularly high level of scrutiny.79 In much the same way
that individuals from these countries seek new citizenship to escape these restrictions,
foreign countries are motivated to block such immigration.
Of course, this specifically comes into context with the United States and the European
Union, both of which vigilantly profile travelers in the name of national security.8 0 Profiling, though, is not a popular term; hence, the ability to set a higher standard for everyone
entering from a particular list of countries enables added scrutiny without additional internal unpopularity. s The simplest way to resolve such a concern would be to add any
country allowing the purchase of citizenship to this restricted list. Naturally, such measure is easier for a country like the United States, which requires passports for all entrants,
82
than it is for a Schengen Area country dealing with the Maltese Programme.

V.

Options for Governments

From here, a government aiming to attract investors to join its ranks seemingly comes
across like one trying to form an alliance while playing the board game Risk.8 3 Every
alliance is formed on handshake deals, based on declarations of loyalty from someone who,
by the nature of the declaration, is evidencing his or her aptitude for disloyalty. Sure, an
74. Extradition Treaty with Malta, U.S.-Malta, Sept. 29, 2006, Treaty Doc. No. 109-17.
75. See DUAL-CITIZENSHIP.COM, supra note 52
76. CIA WORLD FACTBOOK, supra note 3.
77. Ivan Camilleri, 'Concerns' in UK, EU overpassportscheme, TIMES OF MALTA (Dec. 11, 2013, 7:23 AM),
http://www.timesofmalta.com/aricles/view/2013121 1/local/-Concerns-in-UK-EU-over-passport-scheme.49
8438#.UvgtTvldWVM.
78. Eric Lipton, U.S. Intensifies Air Screening for Fliers From 14 Nations, N.Y. TlvIMES,
Jan. 4, 2010, A3,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/04/us/O4webtsa.html?pagewanted=all&-r=O.
79. Id.
80. Id.; EUROPEAN COMMISSION: MOBILITY AND TRANSPORT, Air: List of airlines banned within the EU,
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/safery/air-ban/index-en.htm (last updated Apr. 10, 2014).
81. Lipton, supra note 78.
82. EUROPEAN COMMISSION: HOME

AFFAIRS,

mupra

note 39.

83. Risk is a Parker Brothers' board game with the goal of world domination. Players cast dices and employ
strategies in an effort to remove all of their opponents' pieces from the board. Do you enjoy Risk?, ISTORY
PoP.coM (May 29, 2012), http://lhistorypop.com/americana/risk-board-game/.
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initial move or investment costs the newly acquired ally, but how can a country be certain
that this newfound assistance will last? So goes the less than trusting logic that keeps a
game of dice rolling entertaining, and also gives real nations pause when considering citizenship by investment schemes.
Some countries such as Malta throw caution to the wind and proceed with full, direct
citizenship by investment programs. 84 Others nations employ residency programs aimed
at assurance that an end goal is met, if not the relationship is swiftly severed, while still
more nations settle for finite residency permits based on investments. 8 Below is a brief
break down of the various types of programs in use.

A.

DIRECT CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT

As the most commonly discussed program type, direct citizenship by investment programs were the primary topic of the article thus far. In standard form, they grant full
86
citizenship rights to investors, typically in a method similar to what Malta has chosen.
8r
Most have some requisite residency period. Historically, these programs have been limited to smaller, less prolific nations; for example, several Caribbean islands maintain direct
citizenship by investment programs. 88
A few nations maintain provisions in their laws that permit an executive member or
body to grant full citizenship. 89 Generally, the requirement reads along the same lines as
Austria's statute, which allows the grant of citizenship for "extraordinary services" to the
country. 90 On occasion, these provisions come under scrutiny as more secretive versions
of citizenship by investment and are assailed on the grounds the lack of transparency affords other nations no reassurance on security or corruption concerns. 9 1
Overall, direct citizenship by investment is by far a less common means of providing
citizenship-like rights than residency permit programs, although it does by nature provide
the broadest rights. Only eight nations have used these types of programs at some point
in time. 92 Nevertheless, the significance of these programs cannot be understated in this
discussion due to the higher risk accepted internationally even by non-party countries.
84. Miriam Dalli, Malta's citizenship programme brings in over 200 million, AMALTATODAY (Aug. 19, 2014,
2:47 PM), http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/42445/maltas-citizenship-programme-brings-inover 200-rfillion#.VA8RXfk2w9Y.
85.

Amendment 15, supra note 4;

DENCE-BUSINESS

CLASS

APPLICANTS:

GOVERNMENT
INVESTORS,

OF CANADA, APPLYING

ENTREPRENEURS,

FOR PERMANENT RESI

SELF-EMPLOYER

4000), http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/information/applications/guides/4000ETOC.asp
2014).
86. Citi enship ly Investment in Malta, supra note 12.
87. E.g., Dallison, supra note 43.

PERSONS

(IMM

(last updated Sept. 10,

88. E.g., THE GOVERNMENT OF THE BAHAMAS, supra note 13.
89. E.g., THE AUSTRIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY, AUSTRIAN CITIZENSHIP, http://www.bmeia.gv.at/en/
embassy/los-angeles/practical-advice/austrian-citizenship.html (last visited Mar. 17, 2014).
90. Id.
91. Matthew Xuereb, Henley:Malta'sschemenot secretive like Austria, TIMES OF MALTA(Jan. 29, 2014, 12:00

AM), http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20140129/local/Henley-Malta-s-scheme-not-secretivelike-Austria.50456 1#.UvZdCfldWVM.
92. The nations that have had citizenship by investment programs are as follows: Antigua and Barbuda,
Brazil, Cyprus, Dominica, Grenada, Montenegro, St. Kitts and Nevis, and the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia.
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RESIDENCY PROGRAMS

Alternatively, other nations opt for constructs that never allow the grant of fill citizenship. Instead, these programs generally allow an investor to acquire, in exchange for a
financial contribution, some form of temporary residency visa. 93 Once in possession of
the visa, the investor must reside in the country for a specified number of years before
applying for a permanent residency visa. 94 Some programs do allow particularly large
investments to waive the temporary residency period, jumping straight into permanent
residency. 9 Either way, these programs still afford many of the same citizenship-like
rights that a direct citizenship by investment program would, with the rights to vote and
hold public office almost always excluded.96
The nations that use residency programs favor them for a variety of reasons. First,
because the visas operate outside the rights afforded to citizens, they are typically easier to
revoke. In fact, if the arrangement fails to work out, the temporary visa may merely expire
at the end of its term without further government action. Second, because of the extended
residency requirement, investors are virtually required to purchase or rent real property
within the country. This contributes some assurance to these countries that the investor
maintains national loyalty, at least as far as his property is concerned. Finally, residency
programs afford the birth and descent citizens elevated status over those acquiring citizenship through citizenship by investment programs. By not diluting the pool of voters with
outsiders, concerns current citizens may have, about losing control of their home country,
may be quelled.
C.

GOLDEN VISAS

The Golden Visa is quite similar to the other residency programs discussed immediately
before. But recognizing the narrow distinctions of this term is worth a separate analysis.
Like residency programs, Golden Visas exchange a definitive term residency visa for a
financial contribution. 97 Three principal differences exist. First, in a practical sense, the
term Golden Visa is applied only to a specific list of European programs, with Portugal's
being the most prominent. 98 Second, Golden Visa programs tend to require exorbitantly
inflated contributions in comparison to other residency programs, edging into the millions of dollars.9 9 Finally, these Golden Visa programs are more likely to afford recipients
93. E.g.,
94. E.g.,

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA,

supra note 85.

AuSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT: DEP'T OF IMMIGRATION AND BORDER PROTECTION,

95. E.g., THE GOVERNMENT OF THE BAHAMIAS,

supra note 14.

supra note 13.

96. E.g., Belize Visa and Residency Information, INTERNATIONAL LiviNC, http://internaionalliving.com/
countries/belize/belize-visa-and-residency-information/ (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
97. More EU Countries launch 'golden visas', WORKPERMIT.COM (Nov. 28, 2013), http://www.workpermit.
com/news/2013 -11-28/more-countries-launch-golden-visas.
98. Id.; Len Port, Portugal: The Golden Visas no strings attached scheme, PORTUGUESE AmERICAN JOUR
NAL (Dec. 27, 2013), http://portuguese-american-journal.com/portugal-the-golden-visa-no-strings-attachedscheme-by-len-port/.
99. Portugal's Golden Visa requires an investment of 500,000, approximately $700,000 in real property,
whereas an investor could pick up residency for as little as $50,000 in the Bahamas or, formerly, could have

paid $65,000 for the same in Belize. Virginia Harrison, Europe'sgolden visas lure rich Chinese, CNN MONEY
(Nov. 26, 2013, 9:27 PM), http://money.cnn.com/2013/11/26/news/europe-golden-visas/; THE
MENT OF THE BAHAmAS, supra note 13; Belize Visa and Residency Information, supra note 96.
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an opportunity to apply for fill citizenship at the end of the visa's term. 10 0 In that regard,
one could see them as more of a direct citizenship by investment with a trial period.
It is not difficult to guess that with the higher price tag comes a higher billing of country names. In addition to Portugal, the list employing such programs includes Spain,
Greece, and the United Kingdom. 1 1 Similar programs are present in Canada, Australia,
102
and the United States; however, the moniker does not apply to these countries.

VI.

Global Citizenship

In 412 B.C., it is alleged that Greek philosopher Diogenes of Sinope responded to a
question regarding where he was from with the response, "I am a citizen of the world."10 3
This sentiment was echoed over a millennium later by greats such as Thomas Paine and
Albert Einstein, the latter stating "[N]ationalism is an infantile disease. It is the measles of
mankind."1O 4 Although both modern minds had immediate events they could cite showing when national divisions caused fantastical wars, national boundaries still very much
exist and still dictate the interplay of world geopolitics to this day. The formation of the
European Union, which just celebrated fifty years without internal war, might be the closest countries have come to erasing the divisions.10
Nevertheless, some political philosophers persist with the theory of global citizenship,
or a world democracy, as another solution to the continuing issues of citizenship.106 The
essential message behind the theory is that the vast majority of problems now handled by
federal governments have reverberating effect throughout the rest of the world: One nation's problems rarely affect that nation alone. 1 7 Evidence of this has already arisen in
this very discussion: When the U.S. financial markets tanked, so did their counterparts
around the globe; when protests in Tahrir Square led to the overthrow of government, an
100. See generally, WORKPERPMIT.COM, supra note 97.
101. Id.; Harrison, supra note 99.
102. EB- 5 Immigrant Investor, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (last visited Sept. 2 7, 2014),
http://www.uscis.gov/working-united-states/permanent-workers/employment-based-immigration-fifthpreference-eb- 5/eb-5-immigrant-investor.

103. Pauline Kleingeld & Eric Brown, Cosmopolitanism, THE STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY

(Edward N. Zalta ed., Fall 2014), availahle at http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2013/entries/cosmo
politanism/.
104. John Belchem, Thomas Paine: Citi en of the World, BBC HISTORY (Feb. 17, 2011), http://
www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/empire-seapower/paine_01.shtml; ROBERT W. FIRESTONE & JOYCE CAT
LETT, THE ETHICS OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 339 (Karnac Books, 2009).

105. In 2007, Europe celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1957; the
Treaty established the European Economic Community and is credited with laying the groundwork for the
modern European Union. Fhat we are celebrating, EUROPA.COM (last visited Sept. 27, 2014), http://europa
.eu/50/what celebrate/index en.htm.
106. See generally, CAROL C. GOULD, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY: CONTEMPORARY PERSPEC
TIVES 128 (2002); Imagine All the People: Advancing a Global Citizens Movement, FORUM FOR A NEW WORLD
GOVERNANCE (Jan. 28, 2012), http://www.world-governance.org/spip.php?motl4.
107. See generally, CHRISTINE LAGARDE, MANAGING DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FuND, AD
DRESS BEFORE THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (Sept. 19, 2013), available at http://www.imf.org/ex

ternal/np/speeches/2013/091913.htm (rendition of remarks as they were prepared for delivery); REPORT OF
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE WORK OF THE ORGANIZATION, UNITED NATIONS

27, 2014), http://www.un.org/sg/speeches/reports/68/report-introduction.shtml.
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example was set for similar peoples; and when some countries discovered a profit could be
turned by selling citizenship, others followed.
This unity of consequences is clear and, in some respects, already recognized by the
formation of organizations like the United Nations and the International Court of Justice.
How big of a step would it be to consolidate this logic into really transformative government reform? Most would probably agree that it is an insurmountable task; but look at
how far the world has come in the past 100 years. In that context, some form of global
citizenship does not appear quite as unreasonable.
The formation might appear similar to the European Union or the United States. Of
course, this starts to sound eerily similar to the United Nations, and in some respects it
should. The functionality in conjunction with existing governments would be nothing
different than how city, state, and federal governments already interact within the United
States. Inherently, smaller governments are better at handling localized problems and
larger governments are better at handling overarching problems. Much as it does not
make sense here in the United States for each state government to decide their own securities regulations, each national government doing likewise is archaic.
Looking at the global citizenship theory from the perspective of fixing the issues with
citizenship by investment programs appears even less promising. In order to create a
world government, an individual level tax would have to be levied. Given that the smaller
percentage of the world holds both the larger percentage of the wealth and present international power, it is unlikely all sides could reach an agreement to carry the burden of the
world via such a tax. Likewise, the process of determining who would receive ruling authority stands to be an even more convoluted mess. Still, this reform appears too much of
a leap to expect success of such a proposal. Instead, the focus on fixing the citizenship by
investment issues must focus only on agreement about the functionality of citizenship.

VII.

A Survey of Citizenship by Investment

To advance to such a solution, it is imperative to fully understand the breakdown of
where citizenship by investment, residency by investment, and Golden Visa programs exist in the world today. Since inception, thirty-one U.N. member states and the special
administrative area of Hong Kong have employed some form of investor immigration
program. 08 Despite not all nations continuing said ventures, each bears consideration in
examining the full scope of the concept that is citizenship by investment. The most popular methodology employed is residency by investment with sixteen of these countries directly in tow and another six using a hybrid program. For the purposes involved,
expansive definition of the hybrid program structure is not abundantly pertinent. All that
is necessary to understand is that these programs permit some process of converting residency, permit or permanent, into citizenship. The survey of nations is arranged
alphabetically.

108. This list is not meant to represent a definitive list. Some other nations have dabbled in similar platforms
through their legal systems and otherwise. This list represents those who have done so to a degree that rises
high enough to contribute to this discussion.
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Antigua and Barbuda - Prime Minister Baldwin Spencer launched Antigua and Barbuda's citizenship by investment program on October 13, 2013.109 The program structure uses three tiered options for financial contribution: A $250,000 donation, a $400,000
real estate investment, or $1.5 million business investment.1 10 Each requires an additional
payment for application processing and necessary background checks; payments start at a
collective $57,500 for the principal applicant with firther costs for spouses, dependent
children, and dependent parents."' Upon acceptance, the applicant receives a national
passport that provides virtually unobstructed access to 130 countries. 11 2 In order to successfilly retain the distinction of Antiguan citizenship, the applicant must reside in the
country for a minimum of thirty-five days in the first five years, an average of one week
3
per year."
Antigua and Barbuda adopted citizenship by investment to help stabilize the nation's
economy after it suffered the ill effects of the recent Great Recession in the United
States." 4 One early estimate projects continued success, with a gross income of $550
million over the next three years." 5

Australia- Beginning on November 24, 2012, Australia created a pseudo citizenship by
6
an investment program called "The Business Innovation and Investment Programme."11
Australia's stated objectives of the program can be synthesized into the goal of spurring
business creation as a means of bringing more jobs to its citizenry."1 Targeted are already
successfil foreigners interested in growing a business on Australian soil; to ensure such,
the application employs a point system for ranking investors.11 It opens residency, and in
turn citizenship, to those who invest $5 million in one of three ways: government bonds,
investing in a venture capital find, or investing in a private Australian company." 9 Following approval of an application, most are granted a provisional visa valid for at least four
years from which the investor may apply for permanent residency; however, some exceptional applicants are ushered directly to permanent residency.1 2 Once permanent resi2
dency is established, the investor is able to apply for fill citizenship.' '
109. Press Release, Government of Antigua and Barbuda, PM Spencer Launches Antigua and Barbuda Citizenship By Investment Programme (Oct. 13, 2013) (on file with author), available at http://www.ab.gov.ag/
article details.php?id=4481&category 38.
110. Antigua & Barbuda becomes latest Caribbeancountry to sell citizenship
to int'l
investors, Fox NEWS (Oct. 14,
2013), http://www.foxnews.com/world/2013/10/14/antigua-barbuda-becomes-latest-caribbean-country-tosell-citizenship-to-intl/.
111. Schedule of Fees, Government of Antigua & Barbuda: Citizenship by Investment Program (last visited
Sept. 27, 2014), http://cip.gov.ag/schedule-of-fees/.
112. David McFadden, Antigua starts program to sell citizenship, YAHOO NEWS (Oct. 14, 2013, 3:03 PM),
http://news.yahoo.com/antigua-starts-program-sell-citizenship- 161846354.html.
113. CITIZENSHIP, GOVERNMENT OF ANTIGULA & BARBUDA: CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT PROGRAM
(last visited Sept. 27, 2014), http://cip.gov.ag/citizenship/.
114. McFadden, supra note 112.
115. Id.
116. AMVL MIGRATIONS, supra note 14.

117. AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT: DEP'T OF IMMIGRATION AND BORDER PROTECTION, supra note 14.
118. Id.; Innovation points test for the Business Inovation and Investment Program,AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT:
DEP'T OF IMMIGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP (last visited Sept. 27, 2014), http://www.immi.gov.au/skilled/
business/ -pdf/innovation-points-test.pdf.
119. AMVL MIGRATIONS, supra note 14.
120. AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT: DEP'T
121. Id.

OF IMMIGRATION AND BORDER PROTECTION,
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Austria - Austria employs no formal program for granting citizenship by investment.
But the repatriation firm of Henley & Partners previously alleged that its clients who have
invested upwards of $10 million in Austria have been able to obtain citizenship.12 3 These
naturalizations are based on the Austrian Citizenship Act that allows the federal government to grant citizenship to a foreigner for extraordinary performances rendered in the
past and expected in the ftiture.124 Nevertheless, Austria is on the record stating that "the
25
country's citizenship is [not] for sale."1
Bahamas - Also without a formal citizenship by investment program, the Bahamas only
grants permanent residency by real estate investment.12 6 The government has not set an
outright standard for how much a foreigner must invest; however, several informal context
clues are present. The application for permanent residency includes a financial category
that specifically asks about investments made in the Bahamas and firther asks whether said
investments total more or less than $50,000.127 On the higher end, the official government website notes that "persons purchasing a residence for BS$1.5 million or more will
get speedy consideration" for permanent residence.123 Unlike Australia, permanent resi12 9
dency in the Bahamas may not lead to full citizenship.
Belize - Terminated in 2002, Belize formerly maintained a citizenship by investment
program. 30 The financial contribution was set at $65,000 with the only measurable restriction being that these economic citizens were not afforded the right to vote.1 31 Permanent residency by foreigners may still be acquired through common means; still, the
132
Qualified Retired Persons Program exempts those involved from government taxation.
Brazil - Foreign investors may obtain citizenship in Brazil by submitting an application,
investment plan, and committing to an investment of R$150,000 in the country. 133 The
foreigner first receives a permanent residence visa. 134 After four years of continuous residence, status may then be converted into full citizenship.1 35
Bulgaria - To acquire citizenship in Bulgaria one must also go through a permanent
residency process; but unlike in other countries, there is no actual residency requirement
attached.1 36 The investor has two options to meet the financial contribution required to
obtain a permanent residency visa, either invest more than BGN 1,000,000 in a publicly
122.

THE AUSTRIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY,

supra
note 89.

123. Atossa Araxia Ahrabamian, Special Report: Passports...for a price, REUTERS (Feb. 12, 2012, 2:42 AM),
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/02/12/us-passport-idUSTRE81BO5A20120212.
124. THE AUSTRIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY, supra, note 89.
125. Abrahamrian, supra note 123.
126. THE GOVERNMIENT OF THE BAHAMAS, supra note 13.
127. Id.
128. Id.
129. Id.
130. Belize Visa and Residency Information, supra note 96.
131. Id.
132. Id.
133. Information for Investors, EMBASSY OF BRAZIL IN WELLINGTON (last visited Sept. 27, 2014), http://
www.brazil.org.nz/page/information-for-investors.aspx.
134. Id.
135. Rebeca Duran, Citizenship byInvestment in Brazil,
THE BRAZIL BUSINESS (May 21, 2013), http://
thebrazilbusiness.com/article/citizenship-by-investment-in-brazil.
136. BulgariaImmigrant Investor Program,PACE LAW FIRM, http://paceimmigration.com/sites/default/files/
PLFBnlgaria.pdf (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
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traded Bulgarian company or other approved security while seceding the revenue to the
government or invest BGN 6,000,000 in a private Bulgarian company. 37 Permanent resi38
dency may be converted into fill citizenship after five years.'
Canada - Among the most prominent prior to being defunded in the 2014 government
budget, Canada's Immigrant Investor Program created a pathway to citizenship for persons who meet three criteria: (1) demonstrated business experience; (2) a net worth of at
1 39
least C$1.6 million; and (3) willingness to provide the government C$800,000 to invest.
The C$800,000 was returned after approximately five years and three months without
interest.' 40 If these criteria are met and the application was approved, the foreigner receives a permanent resident visa, which opens the door to later application for full citizenship.' 4 1 Note, the Immigrant Investor Program did not directly apply to Quebec and any
42
foreigner seeking residency there had to have gained firther approval.
Cyprus - Often compared to Malta's new Programme, due to similarity in both content
and the nations' geographic proximity, Cyprus offers direct citizenship by investment of a
minimum of C2.5 million. 4 3 The program started in 2011 with its present iteration being
approved in early 2013.144 It has 5 differing investment options all of which involve placing exceedingly large sums of money into Cypr-us. 14 In addition, the applicant must
maintain a residence in Cyprus valued at over C500,000.146
Dominica- Similar to its Caribbean neighbors, Dominica offers fill citizenship through
its investment program. 47 The financial contribution involved starts at $100,000 for a
single applicant; where there is a family application with more than two children under 18
years of age, applicants must pay $200,000 for the couple and $50,000 per each additional
child.' 4 The application procedure is seemingly standard; however, each applicant is re149
quired to undergo an interview by the government.
Dominican Republic - In 2007, the Dominican Republic passed reform allowing for residency by investment.15 0 Under the law, those seeking residency in retirement must receive $1,500 per month of income; whereas, those seeking residency as a passive investor
must receive $2,000 per month of income. 5 In either case, the income must come from
137. Id.
138. Id.
139. Huffington Post Canada, Immigrant Investors Sue Canada Over Program's Cancellation, HUFFINGTON

POST (June 6, 2014 10:04 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/06/06/immigrant-investor-program-lawsuit-canada n_5455932.html; GOVERNMENT OF CANADA, supra note 70.
140. Id.
141. Id.
142. Id.
143. Citi enship ly Investmen in Cyprus, supra note 34.
144. Id.
145. Id.
146. Id.
147. How Do I

Gov
http://www.dominica.gov.dm/services/how-do-i-apply-

APPLY FOR ECONOMIC CITIZENSHIP OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF DOMINICA?,

ERNMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF DOMINICA,

for-economic-citizenship-of-the-commonwealth-of-dominica (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
148. Id.
149. Id.
150. Special Incentives to Foreign Retirees and Passive Investors of Non-Dominican Source, LAW No.
171-07, July 13, 2007 (Dom. Rep.).
151. Id. at title I, art. 3.
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a foreign source. 15 2 For each additional dependent of the principal applicant, $250 additional monthly income must be earned.' 53 One local law firm firther asserts that a passive
investor with a $200,000 investment made in a "local company, bank deposit, [or] commercial bonds" is also eligible for the program. 15 4 Likewise, the firm promises that residency may be obtained in three months, turning to full citizenship in eighteen months,
with voting rights included.155
France - For "exceptional economic contributions," France offers long-term residency
permits. 15 6 These permits require an investment of CIO million in assets by an individual
already legally residing in France. 157 The residency card is good for a ten year period so
long as the investor does not reside outside of France for more than three consecutive
years. 158 Alternatively, an applicant may satisfy the investment requirements through a
corporate option. 159 The applicant must hold at least a thirty percent stake in a company
that "undertakes to create or preserve" a minimum of fifty French jobs or makes the
abovementioned requisite monetary investment. 160 France does not offer a process to
transition such residency into citizenship.
Germany - Like France, Germany offers only residency in exchange for investment.
Pursuant to the Residence Act, a temporary residence permit may be granted if three
conditions are met: "(1) an overriding economic interest or a special regional need applies;
(2) the activity is expected to have positive effects on the economy and (3) personal capital
on the part of the foreigner or a loan undertaking is available to realise the business
idea."' 6 1 The law formerly stipulated that the first two requirements were generally met
by an investment of C500,000 or creation of five jobs. 162 But this sentence was struck by
152. Id. at title I, art. 3.
153. Id. at title I, art. 3.
154. Overview of Immigration Programfor Foreign Investor in Dominican Republic: How to Apply for Permanent
Residence and Citizenship, MESA & MESA, http://www.mesalex.com/mesa/docman/doc view/30-immrigrationprogram-for-foreign-investors-in-domnircan-republic-how-to-apply-for-permanent-residenc
(last visited
Oct. 11, 2014).
155. Id.
156. Decret 2009-1114 du 11 septembre 2009 relatif a la carte de resident d6livree pour une contribution
econorique exceptionnelle [Decree No. 2009-1114 of Sept. 11,2009 on the residence permit issued to an
exceptional economic contribution], available athttp://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do;jsessionid=EAA
14C032BF4D885C2915AA31OBFA79B.tpdjoO8v_3?cidTexte=JORF
TEXT000021039312&dateTexte=20090915&categorieLien=cid#JORFTEXT000021039312
(last visited
Oct. 11, 2014).
157. Sandra Vreedenburgh, Business Immigration: The 10 -Year Residency Cardfor Exceptional Economic Contribution, SOULIER (Oct. 2009), http://www.soulier-avocats.com/upload/documents/Soulier business%20immi
gration october_2009.pdf.
158. Id. at 2.
159. Id.
160. Id.
161. Gesetz fiber den Aufenthalt, die Erwerbstitigkeit und die Integration von Auslinder im Bundesgebiet,
Aufenthaltsgesetz [Act on the Residence, Economic Activity and Integration of Foreigners in the Federal
Territory, Residence Act], Feb. 25, 2008, BGBL. I at 162, § 21, as amended Sept. 6, 2013, BGBL. I at 3556
(Ger.).
162. Gesetz fiber den Aufenthalt, die Erwerbstitigkeit und die Integration von Auslinder im Bundesgebiet,
Aufenthaltsgesetz [Act on the Residence, Economic Activity and Integration of Foreigners in the Federal
Territory, Residence Act],July 30, 2004, BGBL. I at 1950, § 21, as amended Aug. 19, 2007, BGBL. I at 1970
(Ger.).
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amendment in 2012.163 The permit duration is capped at three years, but a permanent
164
settlement permit may be granted if the investment activity is successfilly carried out.
Greece - New to the game, Greece adopted a golden visa program in July 2013.165 The
program provides a five year resident permit to those who invest C250,000 in property or
up to a ten year residence permit to those who make strategic investments in a business
employing a minimum of ten people.166 Family members of both types of applicants may
also be granted residence permits under the same investment.1 6 Those investing in property may renew their permit upon its conclusion so long as the "applicant still owns the
property."' 168 The language of the law is unclear as to whether the business investor may
renew his or her permit. Likewise, it does not discuss a transition to citizenship process.
Grenada - The Grenadian government previously sold passports for approximately
$40,000.169 The program was short lived.170 Grenada suspended the program in October
2001 amid fears following the terror attacks of September 11.171 Nevertheless, the island
nation recently introduced a reformed version of the program as a means to bolster foreign direct investment.1 r 2 The program is operated by a new government body, the Citizenship by Investment Committee.1 3 There are two options to meet the investment
requirements: a $250,000 investment "in an Approved Real Estate Project" or a donation
of slightly more than $200,000 "to the Island Transformation Fund."'14 The real estate
option requires the investor to hold the property for a minimum of four years.'r5 Grenada is not yet accepting applications for the donation option.' r 6 The program provides
r
fill citizenship for the applicant along with his or her family.'
Guatemala - Guatemala offers an investment system similar to that of the Dominican
Republic in that it provides for both retirees and investors.1 8sPursuant to the Migration
Act, those seeking residency in Guatemala via investment must prove a specified monthly
income. 1 r 9 But the Act is vague, neither specifying the investment amount nor the proce163. Aufenthaltsgesetz [Residence Act], Feb. 25, 2008, BGBL. I at 162, § 21 (Ger.).
164. Id.
165. Feargus O'Sullivan, Forjust 250,000 you can buy a home in Greece and become an EU resident, THE
ATLANTIC CITIES (Sept. 3, 2013), available at http://qz.com/120839/for-just-e250000-you-can-buy-a-homein-greece-and-become-an-eu-resident/.
166. Residence Permit in Greece by Real Estate Acquisition or Strategic Investment, GRECIAN MINISTRY OF FOR
EIGN AFFAIRS: GENERAL SECRETARIAT OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS, 4-8 (July 2013), http://
www.mfa.gr/missionsabroad/images/stories/missions/uae/docs/permitependytes-en.pdf.
167. Id. at 8.
168. Id.
169. Linda Straker & David McFadden, Grenada to Revive Program Selling Citizenship, ASSOCIATED PRESS,
Mar. 27, 2013, available at http://bigstory.ap.org/article/grenada-revive-program-selling-ctizenship.
170. Id.
17 1. Id.
172. Id.
173. Grenada Citizenship by Investment Act, ACT No. 15 OF 2013, Section 3, Aug. 29, 2013.
174. Citizenship by Investment in the Spice Island: Programme Summary, CITIZENSHIP GRENADA, http://
www.citizenship.gd/pt-services/grenada-citizenship-consulting/ (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. Id.
178. Migration Act, DECREE NUMBER 95-98, Art. 21, Nov. 26, 1998.
179. Id. at art. 25.
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dure for acquiring residency. 8 0 It does not appear on the face of the Act that citizenship
may be achieved through the program either. 181
Hong Kong- Under its Capital Investment Entrant Scheme, Hong Kong offers temporary residency for a commitment to invest and permanent residency upon completion of
said commitment. 182 Prior to October 14, 2010, the prescribed minimum investment was
approximately $837,000.183 After amendment that threshold has been raised to approximately $1,288,000.184 The dependents of applicants are also given residency so long as
"the entrant is capable of supporting and accommodating his [dependents] on his own
without relying on any return on the permissible investment assets, employment or public
assistance in Hong Kong."' 185 The government maintains a list of over fifty eligible investment options tnder the title "Permissible Investment Asset Classes."' 186 By Hong
Kong's estimates, since its inception the program has granted formal approval to over
7
20,000 applicants and has generated just over $21.5 billion.18
Hungary - The Hungarian Investment Immigration Program affords permanent residency status to non-EU citizens.' 8 8 To qualify, the individual must invest C250,000 in
Special Hungarian Government Bonds.' 8 9 The investment principle may be recouped
after a five-year lock-up period.' 90 There is a six-month wait period for the permit and
the initial duration of the permit is one to five years. 19 1
Iceland - In response to reports of an "Economic Investment Citizenship Programme,"
Iceland released an official statement that it has not adopted, nor intends to adopt, any
92
citizenship-by-investment scheme.
Ireland - Like Grenada, Ireland recently reformed and reopened a definct investment
program. 9 3 Ireland's Immigrant Investor Programme went into effect on April 15,
2012.194 It is a multi-faceted program that gives five main options for investment: immigrant investor bond, enterprise investment, investment inds, mixed investment, and en180. Id.

181. See Migration Act,

DECREE NUMBER

95-98, Nov. 26, 1998.

182. THE GOVERNMENT OF THE HONG KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGION: IMMIGRATION DE

PARTMENT,

STATISTICS ON THE CAPITAL INVESTmENT

ENTRANT SCHEME (Feb. 6,

www.immd.gov.hk/en/services/hk-visas/capital-investment-entrant/statistic.html.
183. Id. T 5.
184. Id.
185. Id. T 10.
186. Id. T 5.
187. THE GOVERNMIENT OF THE HONG KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE
PARTMENT,

STATISTICS

ON

THE

CAPITAL INVESTmENT

ENTRANT

2014), http://

REGION: IMMIGRATION

DE

SCHEME (Feb. 6, 2014), http://

www.immd.gov.hk/en/services/hk-visas/capital-investment-entrant/statistic.html.
188. MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF HUNGARY, THE HUNGARIAN INVESTMENT IMMIGRATION PRO
GRAM-SINGAPORE (Aug. 15, 2013), http://www.mfa.gov.hu/kulkepviselet/SG/en/en Konzuliinfo/The_
HungarianInvestmentImmigrationProgram.htm.
189. Id.
190. Id.
191. Id.
192. Statement: No 'Economic Investmen t Citi en-ship Programme' in Iceland, ICELANDIC MINISTRY OF THE
INTERIOR, http://eng.innanrilisraduneyi.is/laws-and-regulations/english/citizenship/nr/27049
(last visited
Mar. 17, 2014).
193. Robert Bauman, Irish Citizenship for Sale Again, INTERNATIONAL LIVING (Sept. 10, 2012), http://
internationalliving.com/2012/09/irish-citizenship-for-sale-again/.
194. Id.
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dowment. 19

The

requisite amount under each of these options ranges from
Investors are granted an initial two-year permit, which may be
extended another three years and then in five-year spans presuming investment activity
197
continues as dictated.
C500,000-C1,000,000.196

Latvia - After amendment to Latvia's immigration laws in 2010, non-EU citizens have
the option to acquire five-year temporary residency permits. 198 The new law affords three
investment options: invest no less than approximately $49,000 in a Latvian company that
paid at least $39,000 in the last year, invest no less than approximately $393,000 into a
Latvian bank's subordinated capital for at least five years, or purchase real estate for no
less than approximately $197,000 in a main city or half that amount in a rural area. 199 It
has been theorized that when Latvia joins the EU this program will be forced to cease;
however, considering Malta's recent victory, this standpoint appears less likely.200
Monaco - Although Monaco does not advertise a citizenship or residency-by-investment
scheme, several sources assert the availability of such a program.2 0 1 According to these
sources the minimum investment necessary is CI million.202 No time period for the per20 3
mit is described, though one source describes it as "permanent residence."
Montenegro - In early 2014, Montenegro scrapped its citizenship-by-investment program.2 0 4 The program had been suspended in 2010 after the EU raised concerns during
Montenegro's EU application process.2 05 The program had drawn heavy criticism, including when citizenship was granted to the former Prime Minister of Thailand Thaksin
Shinawatra who was ousted on corruption charges.2 06 When the program was in place,
2 0
full citizenship could be acquired for a C500,000 investment in the country. 7
195. RisH NATURALISATION AND IMMIGRATION SERvICE, Investor and EntrepreneurSchemes: ImmigrantInvestor Programme, http://www.inis.gov.ie/en/INIS/Pages/New o20Programmes / 20for o 20Investors o 20and
%20Entrepreneurs (last visited Mar. 17 2014).
196. Id.
197. Id.
198. Juris Ka a, Latvia to Rein in Residec, for Investments, WALL ST.J. (Sept. 30, 2013, 2:46 PM), http://
online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303464504579107441664038598

199. Residence Permit in Latvia,

TRASTA

KOMERCBANKA,http://www.tkb.lv/en/foru/vidnazhetelstvo/

(last

visited Mar. 17,2014).
200. Ka-a, supra note 198.
201. Ordonmance n. 3.153 du 19 mars 1964 relative aux conditions d'entre et de sejour des etrangers dans la
Principaute [Order n. 3153 of Mar. 19, 1964 on the conditions of entry and residence of aliens in the Principality], http://www.legimonaco.mc/305/legismclois.nsf/TNC/003E5B7Cl17E9E4C1257782002C5EA2!
OpenDocnment (last visited Oct. 11, 2014); Jason Chow, The Hot New Immigration Destinationsfor China's
Wealthy, WALL ST.J. (Apr. 18, 2013, 2:20 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/chinarealtime/2013/04/18/he-hotnew-immigration-destinations-for-chinas-wealthy/; Immigration to Monaco, JNlmEx, http://immigrationeu
.com/en/immigration/immigralon-to-monaco/ (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
202. Chow, supra note 204; JNlmEx, supra note 204.
203. JIMEX, supra note 204.
204. Patrick Cooke, Montenegro abandons citizenship sale plans, TimEs OF MALTA (Jan. 29, 2014, 12:27 PM),
http://www.tmesofmalta.com/articles/view/20140129/local/Montenegro-abandons-its-plans.504562.
205.

ASSOCIATED

PRESS, Montenegro freezes business citizenship offer, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Nov. 8,

2010, 7:49 AM), http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9JBV3182.htm.
206. Deposed Thai PM Thaksin given Montenegro citizenship, BBC NEWS (Mar. 17,2010, 10:13 AM), http://
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8572792 .stm.
207. Cooke, supra note 207.
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New Zealand - Under its Migrant Investment platform, New Zealand offers a twotiered program for investors seeking residency: Investor and Investor Plus. 20 8 Under the
Investor scheme, applicants must invest approximately $1.28 million for a four-year period. 20 9 In addition, the Investor applicant must demonstrate ownership of an additional
$850,000 in assets, pass a language test, and spend 146 days in New Zealand during the
last three years of the investment period. 210 The Investor Plus scheme waives some of the
2
latter requirements in exchange for a heftier investment of approximately $8.5 million. 11
The settlement ftinds and language test are dropped, while the investment period is shortened to three years and the applicant need only spend forty-four days in New Zealand
2
during the final two years of the investment period. 12
Panama - Unique to Panama, investors may obtain permanent residency for an investment in at least five hectarces, approximately ten acres, of authorized reforestation costing
at least $80,000.213 Alternatively, an applicant investing a capital share of $160,000 in a
macro-company may also acquire permanent residency. 2 14 Under both options, applicants may add dependents for an additional $2,000 each. 215 Panama also offers several
other alternative investment options targeted at specific areas of local economic develop2
ment it deems worthwhile. 16
Portugal- One of the most well-known golden visa programs, Portugal's Golden Residence Permit Programme, offers three options for foreign investors seeking residency:
transfer at least CI million of capital to a Portuguese financial institution, create ten jobs,
or acquire real property valued at least C500,000.217 The resulting temporary residency
visa is good for a five-year term pending success of renewal during such term. 218 After
219
such term, the investor may apply for permanent residency.
Saint Kitts & Nevis - Offering fill direct citizenship by investment, St. Kitts & Nevis
provides two investment options: real estate or contribution. 220 Under the real estate option, the investor must purchase government-approved real estate worth at least $400,000
208. IMMIGRATION NEW ZEALAND, Migrant Investment categories (Jul. 21, 2011), http://www.immigration.govt.nz/migrant/stream/invest/investment/.
209. Id.
210. Id.
211. Id.
212. Id.
213. NATIONAL MIGRATION SERVICE

OF PANAMA,

Permanent Residents ForEconomic Reasons ForestInvestors,

http://www.migracion.gob.pa/images/Noticias/Archivos 2PDF/Archivos o20en o20pdf/Transparencia/
Requisitos/Residente%20Permanente%20por % 20razones%20ecornimicas/INVERSIONISTA%2OFORES
TAL.pdf (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
214. NATIONAL MIGRATION SERVICE PANAMA, Investor Macro Business, http://www.migracion.gob.pa/
0
images/Noticias/Archivos%20 PDF/Archivos%2
en%20pdf/Transparencia/Requisitos/Residente%20Perma
nente %2Opor %20razones% 20econimicas/INVERSIONISTA% 20DE% 2OMACRO-EMPRESA.pdf (last
visited Oct. 11, 2014)
215. Id.
216. NATIONAL MIGRATION SERVICE PANAMA, Migrant Permit Requirements, http://www.migracion
.gob.pa/index.php/permisos-y-reqisitos-para-visas (last visited Mar. 17, 2014)
217. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTUGAL-INDIA, Portuguese Residency for ILvestor/Golden Residence Permit,
http://www.ccpi.pt/pages/residency-8 (last visited Mar. 17, 2014).

218. Id.
219. Id.
220. ST. KsTTs-NEVIS: CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT, http://www.ciu.gov.kn/ (last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
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and pay an application fee of $50,000.2 Subsequent dependents must also pay an additional application fee of either $25,000 or $50,000, depending on age and relationship to
the principle applicant.222 The contribution option involves making a $250,000 charitable
contribution to The Sugar Industry Diversification Foundation.2 23 From here, a tiered
system of co-applicant dependents requires additional contribution capping out at
224
$450,000 for up to seven family members.
Singapore - Through its Global Investor Programme (GIP), Singapore offers permanent residence status for an investment of approximately $2.5 million.225 The investor has
the option of using this sum to either "[build] a new business entity or to expand an
226
existing business operation" or invest in an approved find backing local companies.
227
But applicants must also meet other strict criteria to qualify.
Foremost, the applicant
must be able to prove at least three years of requisite business or entrepreneurial experience. 228 The GIP also requires minimum annual revenue for the applicant's company of
approximately $50 million, or $200 million if doing business in the real estate or constnition sectors. 229 The residency permit is issued for an initial five-year term but may be
230
renewed for additional three or five-year stints depending on the investor's success.
2
The permanent residency status does offer a pathway to permanent citizenship. 31
Notably, Facebook co-founder Eduardo Saverin, made famous by the movie THE So
232
renounced his U.S. citizenship in favor of Singaporean citizenship.
233
The most likely explanation for doing so was his ultimate tax consequences.
CLAY NETWORK,

Spain - Another nation that recently joined the fold of golden visa programs, Spain's
Law 14/2013 targets economic growth through the proffer of residency. 234 The requisite
investment is either C500,000 in Spanish real estate, CI million in a Spanish company or
bank, or C2 million in Spanish government bonds.2 35 One stipulation in relation to the
real estate option is that it cannot be encumbered by a mortgage. 236 The initial permit
221. Real Estate Option, ST. KrTIS-NEvIs: CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT, http://ciu.gov.knl/?q=node/21
(last visited Oct. 11, 2014).
222. Id.
223. SIDF Contribution, ST. KI=TS-NEvis: CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT, http://ciu.gov.knl/?q=sidf-option
(last visited Mar. 17, 2014).
224. Id.

225.

CONTACT SINGAPORE, GLOBAL INVESTOR PROGPAMME

2 (Aug. 6, 2012), http://www.edb.gov.sg/

content/dam/edb/en/why%20singapore/entering-singapore/GIP-Global Investor-Programme-FactsheetEN.pdf.
226. Id.
227. Id. at 2-3.
228. Id.
229. Id.
230. Id. at 3-4.

231.

CONTACT

SINGAPORE,

RESIDENCY

AND

CITIZENSHIP,

http://www.contactsingapore.sg/inves-

tors business owners/visas-and-passes/residency-and citizenship/ (last visited Mar. 17, 2014).
232. Mike Brownfield, Facebook BillionaireFlees America for Lower-Taxed Shores, HERITAGE.ORG (May 11,
2012, 4:30 PM), http://blog.heritage.org/2012/105/11/facebook-billionaire-flees-america-for-lower- taxedshores/.
233. Id.
234. Spain Eases the Way For Foreign InvestorsAnd EntrepreneursTo Obtain Residence Visas, BAKER & McKEN
ZIE (July 10, 2013), http://bakerxchange.com/rv/ffOO12aea913abf85afdec8bdd4fa80acf67c8aO#english.
235. Id.
236. Id.
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period may only last five years; but if the investor meets certain criteria, permanent resi-

dency and eventually citizenship may be acquired post-term.2 37 Dependents may be included under the application and there is no minimum-stay requirement to obtain the
2 38
initial permit.
The firmer Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia - Macedonia offers fill direct citizenship for
the creation of ten jobs and an investment of C400,000 in the country. 239 These investments may be made in any sector except hospitality or trade. 240 Alternatively, one may
obtain a one-year temporary residence permit by purchasing C40,000 worth of real
241

estate.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland - The United Kingdom offers
residency permits to high net worth individuals willing to invest at least £1 million.242
Under this Tier 1 (Investor) visa, the investor may stay for up to five years and four
months after an extension is completed.243 The UK maintains minor restrictions on the
investor, not allowing property related investments or the investor to "work as a professional sportsperson or sports coach. ' 244 For those willing to invest £5,000,000, settlement
246
is available after three years. 245 Such period is cut to two years for double that sum.
United States of America - Although the United States does not offer direct citizenship
by investment, its "EB-5 Immigrant Investor" program allows for the grant of up to
10,000 conditional green cards yearly for eligible applicants. 247 In order to qualify under
the EB-5, the applicant must invest $1 million. 248 This amount may be halved if invested
"in a Targeted Employment Area (High Unemployment or Rural Area)." 249 Like other
programs, green cards may be issued to dependents along with the principle applicant.250
The program has been popular; one report in early 2013 estimated that since its inception
in 1992, the U.S. has granted over 29,000 green cards in exchange for more than $6.8
23 7.Spain Approves Immigration Residency Visa for 500,000 Euro Property Investment, PR NEwSWIRE (Sept.
30, 2013), http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/spain-approves-immigration-residency-visa-for500000-euro-property-investment-225850701.html.
238. Id.
239. 2,000 Pending Requests for Macedonian Citizenship, MINA, http://macedonaonline.eu/content/view/
25352/2 (last visited Sept. 19, 2014).
240. Id.
241. Id.
242. Tier 1 (Investor) Visa, GOV.UK (Mar. 17,2014), https://www.gov.uk/tier-l-investor/using-moneyloaned-to-you-to-invest.
243. Id.
244. Id.
245. Id.
246. Id.

247. EB-5 Immigrant Investor, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICEs (July 3, 2012), http://
www.uscis.gov/working-united-states/permanent-workers/employment-based-immigration-fifth-preferenceeb-5/eb-5-immigrant-investor; Green Card Through Investment, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SER
VICES (Mar. 30, 2011), http://www.uscis.gov/green-card/green-card- through-job/green-card- throughinvestment.
248. EB-5 ImmigrantInvestor, supra note 247.
249. Id.
250. Green Card Through Investment, supra note 247.
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billion of investment and the creation of 50,000 jobs.25 ' The restrictions on the green
card may be removed after a period of two years if the investment was successful. 25 2 From
there, the applicant is granted permanent residence, and path to acquiring citizenship is
favorable.

VIII.

A Proposal for Sole Citizenship

It is clear that the sale of citizenship has secured a stronghold on the world. Its wiles
entrap nations both large and small with incentives so enticing that the possibility of its
extinction draws slim. What this article proposes is a compromised solution to concerns
regarding citizenship by investment programs and the desires of nations to continue to
raise ftinds through such sales. The solution is sole citizenship.
A great majority of the concerns raised by nations regarding citizenship-by-investment
programs stem from the allowance by some nations of dual citizenship. Dual citizenship,
though often created by birth or parental descent, is a cumbersome topic for the broad
subject of citizenship. Without delving too deep, one can surmise that dual citizenship by
the ancillary means mentioned does not have a detrimental effect on citizenship laws in
the context of this discussion. Therefore, the following should be read to exclude such
dual citizenship, instead focusing only on instances where it is acquired by investment or
other application means.
It stands to reason that all three concerns addressed earlier could be at the very least
minimized. First, tax evasion through citizenship purchase would be nearly impossible for
yet to be incurred tax obligations. One seeking to escape future taxation would be able to
escape it. But escape would require the added cost to the investor of relinquishment of
home citizenship. The issue of escaping from past-due taxation would still be present but
could be resolved by a multilateral agreement to not grant citizenship purchase where
such debts were still due.
The other two issues could be improved as well but are murkier. The second concern,
security issues, might be minimized. Requiring only one nationality forces the countries
selling citizenship to take a greater responsibility in who they add to their citizenry; there
would be no disowning the actions of one's citizens. Third concern, corruption, could be
minimized in similar fashion to the former two. Through an agreement similar to that
proposed under tax evasion, those charged with crimes could be prohibited from acquiring
new citizenship. The additional responsibility of the country to not appear a haven for
criminals and corruption would also add to the minimization.
Likewise, countries would still be able to market their citizenship to investors as a
means to raise capital. Granted, market forces might drive down the value of new citizenship due to the benefits of using the citizenship as a safety net and for illegal or unethical
purposes plainly off of the table. But as economist Gary Becker has theorized, governments might be able to exercise more control of their overall immigration, raise much

251. Kevin Sullivan, Foreign cat;ens making hig investments in U.S. in exchange for green cards, WASH. POST
(Mar. 21, 2013), http://www.washingtonpost.com/poitics/foreign-citizens-making-big-investments-in-us-inexchange-for-green-cards/2013/03/21/ecf250d2-8d72-1 le2-b63f-f53fb9f2fcb4_story.html.
252. EB-5 Immigrant Investor Process, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (May 18, 2011),
http://www.uscis.gov/working-united-states/permanent-workers/employment-based-immigration-fifthpreference-eb- 5/eb-5-immrigrant-investor-process.
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needed revenue, and compete for investors.25 3 Price discrimination by the nations would
also allocate available citizenships or visas to those who would benefit the most economically, firther ensuring better investments for countries. The resulting system would allow
free market capitalism to take over and citizenships to become a semi-tradable
commodity.

IX.

Conclusion

The essential takeaway is that the Maltese Programme is by and large not a new idea.
In direct contrast, Malta is merely following the lead of several other European nations in
its pursuit of shoring up its financial woes through the sale of this particular intangible
article, which now appears to be Malta's most valuable asset. What Malta has done different than others though is raise a vital discussion over the conceptual constructs of citizenship by investment. It is key for the global legal system to address the tax, security, and
corruption concerns created by these programs. Likewise, nations must not shirk the responsibility to craft a solution that allows a market for citizenship to emerge and thrive.
Each concern raised here is crucial. Taxes are the fundamental building block that allows all governments to function. Security is an unyielding reality for mankind and corruption; though not inevitable, it is an almost certain occurrence where lines of legality are
left murky. The sale of citizenship invariably creates each of these issues, which leading
legal systems are not adequately dealing with at this time. Thus, governments and intergovernmental bodies must step up and address these issues head on.
Whether the present piecemeal system is carried forward, the methodology is standardized, or a wholesale shift to a global citizenship is made, it is wise to push the idea of sole
citizenship. A world of tax evasion, security breaches, and corruption is neither stable nor
safe to live in. Sole citizenship would eliminate or minimize all of these issues. Sole
citizenship provides the necessary balance to allow all sides to continue seeking investment
and continue seeking new homelands.
Finally, sole citizenship would be a step forward. Not only would it quell concerns and
simplify the legal area, but it also would assist in the aforementioned market reformation.
Such action lends potential to grand market expansion, meaning more incentives for investment, more jobs, and a freer world. Citizenship by investment, residency by investment, and Golden Visas are here to stay. The only question left to answer is how
international legal bodies will approach its inevitable expansion.

253. Gary Becker, The price of entry, THE
www.economist.com/node/16424085.
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